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Abstract

This paper presents the ArabicProcessors
team’s system designed for sarcasm (subtask
1) and sentiment (subtask 2) detection shared
task. We created a hybrid system by combining
rule-based features and both static and dynamic
embeddings using transformers and deep learn-
ing. The system’s architecture is an ensem-
ble of Gaussian Naive Bayes, MarBERT and
Mazajak embedding. This process scored an
F1-sarcastic score of 51% on sarcasm and an
F1-PN of 71% for sentiment detection.

1 Introduction

Automatic sarcasm detection is a sub-discipline of
sentiment analysis. This process, however, presents
specific challenges (Nigam and Hurst, 2006; Pang
and Lee, 2008) related to the fact that sarcasm
can present opposite polarities between surface
and intended sentiment. Macmillan English dic-
tionary show the complexity of this phenomenon
by defining it as "the activity of saying or writing
the opposite of what you mean, or of speaking in
a way intended to make someone else feel stupid
or show them that you are angry". This imposes
additional layers to go beyond the methods used
so far for sentiment analysis; since in addition to
the sentimental polarity of the text, it will also be
necessary to consider, among others, pragmatic
factors (Kreuz and Caucci, 2007), based on con-
text and background knowledge (Hazarika et al.,
2018), behavior modelling (Rajadesingan et al.,
2015; Agrawal et al., 2020) and the linguistic the-
ory of incongruity (Joshi et al., 2015).

This observation is even more accentuated when
it comes to the treatment of Arabic sources. Un-
doubtedly, the scarcity of data available in Arabic
relative to English and the different Arabic dialects,
for example, makes the detection of sarcasm even
more complicated. Should sarcasm in the Arabic

language be treated the same way it is treated in
the English language? (Karoui et al., 2017) is sar-
casm also present in Arabic the same way in its
different dialects? This complexity is reflected in
the scarcity of studies on automatic Arabic sarcasm
detection, such that first works Karoui et al. (2017)
and Ghanem et al. (2019) dealing with this problem,
were recently published in 2017 and 2019.

Shared task on sarcasm and sentiment detection
in Arabic (Abu Farha et al., 2021) is a new step
in exploring this problem, aimed at both sarcasm
detection (Subtask 1) and the analysis of sentimen-
tal polarity (Subtask 2). In this paper, we present
our contribution to this challenge, by illustrating
a novel approach based on a hybrid system that
combines rule-based features and both static and
dynamic embeddings using transformers and deep
learning.

In the next sections, we describe used data in
Section 2, describe our system in Section 3, present
and discuss our results in Section 4, and finally
summarize our work in Section 5.

2 Data

To train our models, we were provided with the
same dataset for both subtasks; ArSarcasm-v2
(Abu Farha et al., 2021). It comprises of four vari-
ables, namely; the text of the tweet, a boolean label
for sarcasm, sentimental polarity label (Positive,
neutral and negative) as well as a dialect label.

In the cause of this shared task, a total of 12,548
tweets were made available to us, of which 2168 are
labeled as sarcastic tweets, representing 17.3% of
all tweets (Figure 1). Therefore, it is an unbalanced
dataset, as is the case for the majority of sarcasm
and irony datasets (Joshi et al., 2017).

With regards to sentiment distribution, approxi-
mately half were neutral, while 37% were negative
and 17% positive (Figure 1). It is noteworthy, how-
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Figure 1: Sarcasm and Sentiment distribution.

Figure 2: MSA and dialects distribution.

ever, that the vast majority of tweets were written
in MSA (68%) and dominantly in Egyptian dialect
(Figure2).

With respect to the sentimental polarity label,
we established overriding amount of negative senti-
ments among sarcastic tweets (Figure 3). Moreover,
it was noted that the Egyptian dialect, which has
the same provided dataset general distribution with
non-sarcastic tweets, it represents the same share
as MSA among sarcastic tweets.

Figure 3: Sarcasm per sentiment polarity.

In analysing the most common words among
sarcastic tweets, we noted two main groups, po-
litical personalities, or entities or events ( Sissi,
Trump, Morsi,«
®q��»-coup d’etat-, Hilary, etc.)
and punctuation dominated by quotation marks,
colons, replies (@) and exclamation mark.

We further observed that averagely, there are
more words in sarcastic tweets (18 words) than
in the non-sarcastic ones (15 words). Sarcastic
tweets are, however, on an average, shorter with

5.6 characters as against 6.6 characters for other
tweets. The same applies to stopwords, which are
more frequent among sarcastic tweets, reaching an
average of 2.1 stopwords as against 1.7 for the rest
of the tweets.

The most common emoticons in sarcastic and
non-sarcastic tweets include the "face with tears of
joy", the "new moon face", and the "pensive face".
The emoticon showing a "face with tears of joy"
sums up to 32% of sarcastic tweets, far ahead of
the rest of the emoticons, while it sums up to only
7% of non-sarcastic tweets.

Regarding the interjection «¢h¡» with n repeti-
tion of the letter «þ¡», equivalent to «haha», we
found out that it is more present in sarcastic tweets
with 4% compared to other tweets not exceeding
0.5%.

These findings are a strong indication of the po-
tential efficiency of the use of features extracted
from tweets. Indeed, this would be a factor for
sarcasm detection. In that regard, we analyzed the
features presented in the following section.

2.1 Features set
In addition to features extraction, the only prepro-
cessing step was the removal of urls. We took
inspiration from, and extended the features used
by Karoui et al. (2017) to create features that have
been classified into three groups:

(1) Surface features:

• Punctuation marks
• Quotation mark
• Sequence of exclamation or question marks
• Combination of question and exclamation

marks
• Hashtags : presence and count
• Emoticons: total count and count of "face with

tears of joy"
• Replies (@)
• Number of repeated words (stopwords ex-

cluded)
• Word count, char count, char per word, num-

ber of stopwords
• Diacritics percentage and boolean diacritics

more than 45% to detect Quranic texts
• Url existence
• Interjections : «ÄhÌhÌ¡ ,¢h¡»
• Sarcasm words, see the list in Appendix A
• Opposition words, see the list in Appendix A
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Figure 4: System architecture
Illustration inspired from Kang and Gwak (2020).

• Politic entities, see the list in Appendix A

(2) Sentiment features:

In order to get word sentiment scores, we
combined two publicly available Arabic senti-
ment lexicons, namely The Arabic Emoticon
Lexicon and The Arabic Hashtag Lexicon (di-
alectal)1. We also used Emoji Sentiment Rank-
ing 1.0 (Kralj Novak et al., 2015) to extract
emoticons sentiment

• Total sentiment score and average sentiment
score

• Positive/negative sentiment words count and
percent

• Reversed sentiment score between the begin-
ning and end of the tweet (Boolean), i.e. is
the sentiment of the first part of the tweet the
opposite of the last part’s sentiment?

• Emoticons sentiment: total sentiment score,
average sentiment score, positive/negative
(Boolean)

• Emoticons count

(3) Intensifiers: As «�¡@� ,TK¡ ,A�®V�»,
complete list is available in Appendix A

3 System

We adopted an ensemble hybrid system (Figure 4)
combining extracted features and embeddings. The
final prediction is the result of a weighted soft vot-
ing of the following models:

• Gaussian Naïve Bayes, with scaled features.

• MarBERT “a large-scale pre-trained masked
language model focused on both Dialectal

1http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/ArabicSA.html

Arabic (DA) and MSA” (Abdul-Mageed et al.,
2020). We first concatenated the tweets’ text
with their dialect label before feeding them to
the model.

– MarBERT, AraBERT (Antoun et al.,
2020),and Arabic-BERT (Safaya et al.,
2020) were compared. The former pre-
sented better results.

• Bidirectional long short term memory
(Bi-LSTM) using Mazajak embeddings
(Abu Farha and Magdy, 2019), concatenated
with a fully connected layer with extracted
features as input.

A 5-fold stratified cross-validation was used to
evaluate and compare models. Also, the weights
for the soft voting step were obtained by Bayesian
optimization.

We used the hyper-paremeters as shown in Table
1.

GPU Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB
Language Python 3.6.9
Main librairies Hugging Face

Transformers 4.4.2,
Torch 1.7.0, Sklearn 0.22.2,
bayesian-optimization-1.2.0

Bert Hyperpa-
rameters

Learning rate: 2e-5,
Epochs: 4, Batch size: 64,
Embedding maximum
length: 125

Bi-LSTM -
Mazajak-

Hidden units: 64, Dropout:
0.2, Activation: ReLU,
Spatial dropout: 0.3,
Epochs: 20, Batch size: 64

Table 1: Used infrastructure and hyperparameters
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4 Results and discussion

We oriented the development of our system towards
the use of an ensemble model including MarBERT,
Bi-LSTM with Mazajak embedding and Gaussian
Naive Bayes. Gaussian Naive Bayes was chosen af-
ter comparison with Logistic regression, SVM, XG-
Boost, LightGBM, and Random forest was done.

Results obtained for individual models on the
5-fold cross validation, and ensembled one are re-
ported in Table 2.

Model Sarcasm Sentiment
Gaussian Naive Bayes 43 46
MarBERT 57 71
Bi-LSTM -Mazajak- 46 58
Weighted ensemble 59 73

Table 2: 5-fold cross validation scores (%)
Sarcasm: F1-score for sarcastic class, Sentiment:
Macro average of the F-score of the positive and

negative classes

We draw attention to the fact that among the en-
sembled models, MarBERT accounts for the largest
share. This confirms the effectiveness of dynamic
embeddings and BERT based models.

Results obtained on the official evaluation set
are reported in the next subsection.

4.1 Official results
The organizers provided us with an unlabeled
TEST dataset, intended for the final evaluation of
the system, composed of 3000 tweets as well as
their respective dialects. The scores obtained on
this dataset was used for system ranking (see Table
3).

Model Sarcasm Sentiment
Gaussian Naive Bayes 39.34 32.33
MarBERT 54.17 73.32
Bi-LSTM -Mazajak- 23.15 51.32
Final official results 50.86 71.45

Table 3: Scores obtained on final evaluation set (%)
Sarcasm: F1-score for sarcastic class, Sentiment:
Macro average of the F-score of the positive and

negative classes

These scores reflect the complexity of the sar-
casm detection when compared to sentiment anal-
ysis. Furthermore, our model shows better gener-
alization capacity on sentiments, by loosing only
1.5 points between cross-validation and the final

evaluation results. Exploring the evaluation set dis-
tribution, we note that 27% of the tweets are labeled
as sarcastic compared to only 17% among Train
set tweets. Covariate shift is then one possible rea-
son for the generalization issue raised regarding
sarcastic tweets.

We also note that the Bi-LSTM is the model
suffering the most from this generalization issue
by loosing 34 points. This leads us to conclude
that this model could be enhanced adopting a better
regularization strategy, or even not considering it
in the final ensemble model.

Finally the results are confirming the higher ac-
curacy of Bert based model upon other models, and
thus going deeper in this direction can lead to better
results, by adopting some eventual improvement
methods as mentioned in the next subsection.

4.2 Discussion
This shared task presents three main challenges:
the few amount of data, the unbalanced labels, and
the complexity of the sarcasm detection even for
humans. Indeed, with no information about the text
context nor the writer profile, this indicates a lack
of primordial clues for sarcasm detection. Adding
this information could enhance the system’s per-
formance. Furthermore, balancing the data is a
possible way of improvement by upsampling the
minority label.

We could also use a hierarchical system by tak-
ing advantage of the efficiency of the sentiment
prediction model. Indeed, a first step would be to
predict the tweets’ sentiment, then use this predic-
tion as a feature for sarcasm prediction, since we
have seen that sarcasm is strongly linked to the
polarity of the tweet.

Finally, we can still explore other ways to im-
prove BERT-based models by concatenating more
information in addition to the dialect.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described our contribution
to the WANLP’21 sarcasm and sentiment detection
in Arabic subtasks. The system’s architecture is an
ensemble of Gaussian Naive Bayes, MarBERT and
Mazajak embedding. By recording an F1-score of
51% at subtask 1, and 71% at subtask 2, this ap-
proach demonstrates the efficiency of our hybrid
system in the challenging field of sarcasm and sen-
timent detection for Arabic texts.
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A Appendices

• Sarcasm words: ,�bhtF� ,�AbhtF� , �AbhtF�

, º�zhtF� ,º�zhtF� ,r�F ,r�s� ,�bhtF�

znV ,z"naV ,�kh�

• Opposition words: ,  � �� , ¢�� �m, �k�

, � �y� ¨f, � �y� ¨f, ��Ð �� , ¢�� ��

¢y�A� �m,Ty�A� Ty�A� �m,Ty�A� Ty�A� ��

�m,¢y�A� Ty�A� �m,Ty�A� ¢y�A� �m,Ty�A�

ry� , � ry�,��r�Ab,w�� �� ,¢y�A� Ty�A�

dyb,Amnyb,¢�� ry� , � ry�, � Amyf, � Amyf,¢��

,�®�b, � ¯A, � ¯�, � ¯A, � ¯�, � dyb, �

• Politic entities:,¨Fr� ,¨syF ,A§Cws,

,L�� ,
®q�� ,
®q�¯� ,rO� , ,	��r�

, wtnl� ,
z� ,	`K�� ,©C®y¡ ,  �w�¯�

,
r� ,	�t�� ,
A�t�� ,��w� , T§ w`s��

TFAys,Cw� ,CAK�
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• Intensifiers list: ,�®V� ,�¡@� ,TK¡ ,A�®V�

�y�� ,y� , wn� ,A�Am� ,©w� ,C�r�

,d� d`�� ,ª�r�� ,¨¶An�tF� ,A}wO� ,�¶A¡

,�dO§ ¯ ,�y�� T§A�l� ,¨�Ay� ,© A� ry�

,ryb� ,�ym� ,�¶AJ ,wqb,	RA� ,Ay�r�

,®yl� ,¨�At�A�¤ ,r\nl� �®,Tqyq� ,A§C@�

¯ ,�d� ,�¶�C ,	y¡C ,Ayl� T�Cd� ,EAtm�

¨qyq�,�dO§


